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MARTIN SUCKLING
THIS DEPARTING LANDSCAPE

1 The White Road (after Edmund de Waal) 14’51

 Katherine Bryan fl ute · BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra · Ilan Volkov conductor

2 Release 13’39

 BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra · Ilan Volkov conductor

 Piano Concerto
3 I Vigorous 11’36

4 II Intermezzo I – Implacable 3'45 

5 III Intermezzo II – Luminous 7’04

6 IV Intermezzo III 2’43

7 IV ‘Passacaglia’ 5’13

 Tamara Stefanovich piano · BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra · Ilan Volkov conductor

8 This Departing Landscape 18’01

 BBC Philharmonic · Ilan Volkov conductor

 Total timing 76’57
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have necessarily learnt about the central concerns of his most recent music: sharp contrasts 
in the use of musical time and the expressive possibilities of different tuning systems.  

These come into boldest focus in his almost bewilderingly diverse multi-movement Piano 
Concerto. How can the hyper-active polyrhythms of the opening part belong in the same 
climate as the vast landscape of the central slow movement, or as the complex deployment 
of extended instrumental techniques in movement 4? Yet this is no mere eclecticism: 
repeat listening confi rms the rightness of these choices and the power of the contrasts they 
engender. The listener is challenged, certainly, but never baffl ed. The music is rich, generous, 
exuberant and positive, even when embracing starkness, as evidenced in his recent 
collaborations with the celebrated potter Edmund de Waal. This generosity is a clear refl ection 
both of Suckling’s natural inquisitiveness and his devotion to music itself, both factors which 
will immediately strike anyone who meets him. Conversation is animated by an insatiable 
appetite for all forms of culture, an irrepressible humour and a capacity for wonder which is 
all the more precious in lacking self-consciousness. All these factors make Suckling equally 
a fi ne teacher and a valued colleague. His output to date has been consequently full of 
surprises, unexpected detours and a welcome refusal to fi t into prefabricated categories. So 
whilst the present album is an outstandingly enjoyable sequence of musical discoveries, we 
can remain delightfully unsure, even as Suckling enters his forties, as to what may lie ahead.

 © 2021 Julian Anderson

Introduction by Julian Anderson

Rainer Maria Rilke once described music as ‘audible landscape’. Whether in the pulsating 
dances of The White Road, in which a solo fl ute rhythmically outwits a frantically busy drum-
kit, the nocturnal spectralism of his Piano Concerto’s slow movement or the outbursts of 
colour in Release, Martin Suckling’s music fulfi ls Rilke’s maxim repeatedly and vividly. The 
auditory becomes almost concretely visual. The old joke about preferring radio to TV because 
one sees the pictures better is amply verifi ed by music such as Suckling’s This Departing 
Landscape, whose glacial sonic ferocity unfolds that purely imaginary landscape before our 
ears with near photographic precision.  

Colour is central to all Suckling’s work. A consistently exact choice of harmonies and their 
spacing is embodied in instrumental timbres and resonances of great beauty. Sensuous this 
music certainly is, and in this it has a kinship with such French musical colourists as Debussy, 
Ravel and Varèse. Like Varèse, too, Suckling has sought order in the laws of acoustics, 
drawing upon such inner sonic details as fl uctuating overtones, the beating of narrowly 
adjacent frequencies or the clangorous inharmonicity of bells from which to deduce his 
large-scale structures. Far from being self-indulgently colouristic, however, Suckling’s music 
is cunningly timed and tautly disciplined, each event placed with a fi lm-director’s sense of 
pacing. The longer trajectory is never lost in momentary details, however enticing these 
may be.

The origins of this highly personal achievement are somewhat harder to discern in Suckling’s 
biography. Composition studies at Cambridge, King’s College London, Yale University and the 
Royal Academy of Music with such eminent fi gures as Robin Holloway, Sir George Benjamin, 
Martin Bresnick and Simon Bainbridge certainly infl uenced his outlook, but his music 
resembles none of his teachers’ work. Whilst Benjamin impressed upon him the importance 
of aural precision and choice, Bainbridge encouraged his awareness of musical consistency 
and grammar. The stylistic openness of Holloway and Bresnick may also have enabled 
Suckling to avoid dogmatism and embrace versatility. But from none of these fi gures would he 
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Programme Notes by Martin Suckling

The White Road
This piece started life as a promise made to fl autist Katherine Bryan when we were teenagers 
playing in the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain. When the chance came to make this 
promise a reality some two decades later, I already had some clear ideas as to what sort of 
music was required. One idea I knew I wanted to include was to have the solo fl ute backed 
by an army of string harmonics – an orchestra of virtual fl utes – playing gleaming, resonant 
microtonal harmonies. I also wanted to focus on line and to write Katherine melodies 
throughout the piece that would give her the space to sing and be expressive. And so the 
piece began as a series of alternations between these two types of sound: the fl ute plays a 
melodic fragment and the orchestra responds with an increasingly lush microtonal chord.

This iterative process brought to my mind the ceramic art of Edmund de Waal, whose 
installations of porcelain vessels – sequences of groups of pots, usually of a single glaze, 
against a plain background – have extraordinary potency despite their economy of means. 
De Waal’s arrangements are almost rhythmic and seem to evoke patterns of inhalation and 
exhalation, aspects which resonated with me in the context of writing a fl ute concerto.

De Waal’s work is focused to the point of obsession, and obsession is one of the topics he 
addresses in his 2015 memoir-cum-travelogue-cum-history of porcelain, The White Road. 
This fl ute concerto is not a piece about porcelain, nor a musical evocation of the colour 
white, but it may be about obsession, and it certainly refl ects my admiration for both 
Katherine’s playing and de Waal’s art. The idea of the music leading us along a road also 
appeals to me, with the solo fl ute’s repeated song-fragments being like a Pied-Piper to 
the orchestra’s Hamelin.

This ‘White Road’ travels through seven main landscapes. The fi rst places fl ute melodies 
and string harmonics in an antiphonal relationship. The second, quiet throughout, sees the 
fl autist and a group of eight solo strings exchange melodic phrases, backed by temple blocks.  

The third is an almost violently passionate reworking of this music, solo fl ute alternating with 
furious woodwind alongside drums and metal percussion. Next, after a pause for breath, the 
fl ute dances around brass staccato pulses, each phrase ending on a held microtonal chord 
recalling the fi rst section. There follows an intensely lyrical cello sextet caressed by waves of 
microtonal harmonics, with short fl ute cadenzas initiating each phrase. Finally an extended 
section of fl ute-song, marked ‘almost a lullaby’, fl oats atop continuous running fi gures in the 
wind and strings. This eventually leads to a short virtuoso conclusion, gruff brass chords 
launching the fl ute into the stratosphere.

Release
It’s hard to resist, I fi nd, when in a large space, the urge to clap or shout or sing and listen 
to the sound bounce around and decay. In one sense, that is all there is to this piece, with 
the orchestra taking the role of both impudent child and cathedral. The advantage of this 
kind of metaphorical model is that one can play fast and loose with the laws of physics: 
walls can move, echoes can distort, resonance can be captured, extended and manipulated 
as I see fi t. Release is the moment of letting go, of letting other forces take over. Imagine 
repeatedly throwing a ball into a landscape of high winds and somewhat erratic gravitational 
fl uctuations… 

There are three main sections in this piece. Each is formed from the repetition of a particular 
type of impulse; each has its own type of resonating release component. In all three sections 
the release portion has a tendency to take on a life of its own and overwhelm the initiating 
material. In the fi rst section, loud common-chord strikes by the whole orchestra leave behind 
a trace of microtonal clusters, which eventually blossom into rich, resonant harmonies. 
During the second section a viola and cor anglais melody gradually expands to fi ll the 
available space. The fi nal section features chaotic, dense harmonic exhalations which 
gradually coalesce into simple pulses.  In the uppermost register of the violins, a song 
begins to emerge.
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Piano Concerto
For a long time, I considered giving this concerto the title ‘And this was how it started’ after a 
poem from Niall Campbell’s collection Moontide. In it, a singer, challenged to sing a thousand 
songs, moves from songs of drinking and dancing to wedding and to mourning until on the 
fi fth day he continues with the clicks and whistles of the birds. ‘And then he sang the 
wave-fall when there’s moonlight, / sang the black grain, its bending in the wind, / then 
sang the stars – and then, and then, and then.’  

I love the proliferation in this poem, the seemingly trivial starting point which leads to the 
sense that the world is being sung into existence before our eyes. These were ideas important 
to me in the writing of this concerto: that the soloist, rather than being a heroic protagonist 
striving against the might of the orchestra would instead somehow set the musical world 
in motion, and that the music would proliferate and spiral into more and more diverse 
regions; that the pianist would have such an excess of life and energy that they would set the 
orchestra spinning around them, and that song would be at the music’s heart.

There are fi ve movements. The fi rst presents the piano in energetic counterpoint with various 
small subgroups of the orchestra: cor anglais and viola; strings; clarinets, oboes and horns; 
piccolo and violin; claves; and fi nally solo viola again.  Movements II-IV form a sequence 
of three linked Intermezzi, each of which takes a small fragment of material from the fi rst 
movement and explores it to an extreme. Hammered semiquavers run continuously through 
movement 2, while movement 3 expands bell-like chords into gentle microtonal waves of 
imagined resonance. The fourth movement highlights the percussive capabilities of both 
the piano and ensemble. Melody returns in the fi nal movement, a lyrical version of the fi rst 
movement’s opening line, begun by the piano and gradually taken up by the entire orchestra.  
Underpinning the fl owing music of this song, an almost-passacaglia spirals – and falls, and 
falls, and falls.

This Departing Landscape
Morton Feldman once highlighted how music slips away from us even as we are hearing 
it: ‘this departing landscape’. I love this strangely melancholic characterisation of music’s 

elusiveness along with the idea of music as a physical space that we move through – or rather 
that moves past us, our backs to the future, the past stretching ahead into the distance, 
reconfi guring, distorting and eventually dissolving as we try to fi x it in our memories. 

The force that propels the musical landscape became my focus for the composition of this 
piece.  There’s something magical in the way all music projects this energy, its ebbing and 
fl owing, but orchestral energy is something particularly special. I remember as a young 
violinist sitting in my fi rst rehearsal with NYOGB and being astonished by the sheer mass 
of sound of which I was part. Of course such a high-energy situation cannot be maintained 
indefi nitely: we quickly accustom ourselves to new ‘normals’, loud loses intensity unless it 
gets louder, repetitions, at fi rst exciting, lose their bite – music’s dynamism relies on change.  
But musical energy emerges from a whole range of properties: not just how loud, how high, 
how fast, but also how tense, how thick, how far, how does one harmony suggest another and 
when does it arrive, at what point does one type of material switch to another and why …

What if it were possible to use this variety to write twenty minutes of orchestral music that 
lived its life in a perpetual state of high energy? With this question, and Feldman’s beautiful 
image, I began to write the piece. 

There are two movements, which run together without a break. The fi rst presents a 
kaleidoscope of sharp-edged fragments constantly shifting into new confi gurations. There are 
abrupt changes of material and tempo: patterns loop, repeat and transform irregularly. These 
shards of music are broken from a small set of components – a brief melodic fi gure and a 
harmonic sequence of alternating 5ths and 3rds.

In the second movement the pace is radically reduced. This is music of glacial energy: 
extremely heavy, extremely slow, an inexorable continuity of gradual transformation. Tone 
becomes microtone becomes noise – and out of the noise, pulsation returns, a series of 
accelerations spiralling unceasingly, and then suddenly cut off.

       © 2021 Martin Suckling
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Martin Suckling was born in Glasgow in 1981. After spending his teenage years performing 
in the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain and in ceilidh bands around Scotland, 
Suckling studied music at Clare College Cambridge and King’s College London. He was a 
Paul Mellon Fellow at Yale University from 2003-5, undertook doctoral research at the Royal 
Academy of Music, and subsequently became a Stipendiary Lecturer in Music at Somerville 
College, Oxford. His teachers include George Benjamin, Robin Holloway, Paul Patterson, 
Martin Bresnick, Ezra Laderman, and Simon Bainbridge. He has benefi ted from residencies 
at the Royal Shakespeare Company, Aldeburgh Festival, Aspen, and IRCAM, and has won 
numerous awards including the 2008 Royal Philharmonic Society Composition Prize and a 
Philip Leverhulme Prize. He is a Professor of Music at the University of York.

Suckling has been championed by many leading orchestras and ensembles including the 
London Symphony Orchestra, Scottish Ensemble, Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
and the London Contemporary Orchestra. His music has been performed at the Cheltenham 
Festival, Ultraschall (Berlin), and the 2007 ISCM World Music Days in Hong Kong. In 2011 
Suckling’s critically acclaimed Candlebird for baritone and ensemble, to poems by Don 
Paterson, was premiered by Leigh Melrose and the London Sinfonietta.

From 2013-18 Suckling was the Scottish Chamber Orchestra’s Associate Composer, a 
partnership which resulted in Six Speechless Songs (premiered by Robin Ticciati and later 
revived by Oliver Knussen), a concerto for pianist Tom Poster, and Meditation (after Donne) 
for chamber orchestra and electronics. Other orchestral works include Release, premiered at 
the 2013 Tectonics festival by Ilan Volkov and the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, and The 
White Road, a fl ute concerto for Katherine Bryan and the Royal Scottish National Orchestra 
premiered in 2017.

Suckling also enjoys a close relationship with the Aurora Orchestra. A recent tour of 
Candlebird, conducted by Nicholas Collon, followed two commissions: Psalm for harp and 
spatialised ensembles premiered at the Royal Academy of Arts as part of Edmund de Waal’s 
‘white’ project in 2015, and the String Quintet Emily’s Electrical Absence, the result of a 
collaboration with Poet in the City and Frances Leviston premiered in 2018. 

Other chamber works include Nocturne, a 2013 duo for violin and cello for Pekka Kuusisto 
and Peter Gregson, and a clarinet trio Visiones (after Goya) which premiered at the Aldeburgh 
Festival by Mark Simpson, Jean-Guihen Queyras and Tamara Stefanovich in 2015.  

www.martinsuckling.com

The recording of this album was made possible with the generous support of a Leverhulme 
Trust Philip Leverhulme Prize, awarded to Martin Suckling. The prize recognises researchers 
at an early stage of their careers whose work has had international impact and whose future 
career is exceptionally promising.

With special thanks to the RVW Trust, Hinrichsen Foundation and Fidelio Charitable Trust for 
their support of this recording.
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More than just a record label, NMC 
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